Provost’s Collaborative Research Fellowship

1. Patient and Primary Care Provider Perspectives on Recreational and Therapeutic Cannabis Use within a Changing Sociocultural and Political Context
Douglas Bruce (Lead), Public Health
Elissa Foster, Communication
Mona Shattell, Nursing

2. The Role of an Alzheimer’s Disease Genotype on TBI Recovery and Pathology
Dorothy Kozlowski (Lead), Biology
Eiron Cudaback, Health Sciences

Collaborative Research Grants

1. Reading Chicago Reading: Capturing and Predicting Metropolitan Literary Events
Robin Burke (Lead), School of Computing
John Shanahan, English

2. Fostering student voice: A case study of the impact of participatory civic education
Molly Andolina (Lead), Political Science
Hillary Conklin, Education

3. A Mixed Methods Study of the Role of Adults in Youths Critical Consciousness & Wellbeing
Bernadette Sanchez (Lead), Psychology
Beth Catlett, Women and Gender Studies

4. Cosmology Meets Continental Philosophy: Natural Laws & Why There is Something Rather than Nothing
Howard Steeves (Lead), Philosophy
Jesús Pando, Physics

5. Jewish Youth and Social Justice: Exploring Power and Privilege in Participatory Action Research
Beth Catlett (Lead), Women and Gender Studies
Sonya Crabtree-Nelson, Social Work
Amira Proweller, Education

Young-Me Lee (Lead), Nursing
Anne Saw, Psychology
Jocelyn Carter, Psychology
Elizabeth Florez, Nursing
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7. Mr. Mdwst’s Traveling Tent Revival Show
Greg Scott (Lead), Sociology
Zachary Ostrowski, Art, Media & Design

8. What Drives reproductive variability among individual trees? Testing the role of soil nutrients
Jalene LaMontagne (Lead), Biology
Beth Lawrence, Environmental Science & Studies

Collaborative Instruction Fellow Stipends
1. Minor in Mortality Studies
William McNeill (Lead), Philosophy
Liam Heneghan, Environmental Science and Studies

2. Business Applications of Cognitive Computing
Suzanne Fogel (Lead), Marketing
Raffaella Settimi-Woods, School of Computing

3. Communication, Coding and Entrepreneurship
Timothy Cole (Lead), Communication
Theresa Steinbach, School of Computing

4. HON 350: Senior Capstone course on Phenomenology and Painting
Howard Steeves (Lead), Philosophy
Matthew Girson, Art, Media & Design

5. Interdisciplinary Minor: Climate Change Science and Policy
Hugh Bartling (Lead), Public Policy Studies
Mark Potosnak, Environmental Science and Studies

6. The Capitalism Project
Thomas Mondschean (Lead) – Economics
Colleen Doody, History
Catherine May, Political Science

7. Law and Critical Social Justice Study Abroad Program in Berlin
Sumi Cho (Lead), Law
Gil Gott, International Studies
Terry Smith, Law

8. Legal Writing for Tax Professionals
Susan Thrower (Lead), Law
Diane Kuhlmann, Accountancy
Martha Pagliari, Law
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